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What’s A Good 
Conversion Rate? 
 

Great question — one that we often get 

asked here at Unbounce. 

The answer that we always give is, “Well, that depends...on a 

LOT of things.”

Conversion rates depend on a ton of variables, so averages and 

best practices aren’t always super helpful...They should be taken 

with a grain of salt. 

As you’ll see in these featured landing pages, the conversion 

rates and design vary quite a bit depending on the offer and 

industry (amongst many other variables).

But curious beings that we know you are, we asked these 

talented marketers what made their target audience tick for 

these specific campaigns.

Wanna know the secret behind the “great” conversion rates of 

these landing pages?

Keep on scrollin’ to find out!
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01
IN DOCHINO
Industry: Men’s Apparel & Fashion

Page Type: Lead Gen

Goal: Get grooms to sign up to get a free suit

Target Audience: Recently-engaged men 
between the ages of 25 and 40

Traffic Sources: Facebook and Pinterest Ads, 
third-party wedding email blasts, Google 
AdWords Search

Campaign Duration: 90 days

Visitors: 8,000

Conversion Rate: 6-8%  
(fluctuates depending on what type of traffic 
they’re pushing to the page)
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What’s Good

  With one dominant CTA, it’s crystal clear what the target audience 

should do on the page.  

  Smooth scrolling buttons at the top help visitors quickly find the info 

they want. 

  Very professional and relatable wedding images give you all the feels. 

#warmfuzzies

  Superb information hierarchy reflects how visitors will evaluate the page 

(i.e., What’s the offer? What’s involved in the offer? How does it work? 

Why Indochino? Customer images as social proof to build credibility). 

 

INTERESTING FACT

The irresistible offer and on-point targeting combo has made this 

Indochino’s most successful landing page campaign to date. This landing 

page has done uber well in driving leads.
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02
PI N N ACLE  
H OTELS 
Industry: Hotel

Page Type: Click-through

Goal: Get visitors to check hotel rates

Target Audience: Travelers looking for a hotel

Traffic Sources: Google AdWords Search & Display, 
Facebook Ads & social posts, email

Campaign Duration: 20 days

Visitors: 1,619

Conversion Rate: 63%
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What’s Good

  You can’t get lost in this landing page — you know exactly what to click 

on with one clear CTA!

  Simple and very scannable layout makes it easy for the visitors to find 

exactly what they’re looking for.

  Very high-quality, professional photos show visitors what it’s like to stay 

there, making the offer very enticing.

 

INTERESTING FACT

Starting off with a 12% conversion rate, this campaign has been a work 

in progress since August 2015. It’s gone through 20 different designs. 

After much testing, Pinnacle identified the need-to-know info for its target 

audience and  boiled it down to what the room looks like, location, quality 

and the ability to check rates. 10 different versions of the CTA copy were 

tested including Search, Check Availability and Book A Room. Guess which 

one’s the winner? SEARCH.
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KLI PFOLIO
Industry: SaaS

Page Type: Lead Gen

Goal: New trial starts

Target Audience: Digital marketers

Traffic Sources: Facebook Ads

Campaign Duration: 8 days

Visitors: 5,509

Conversion Rate: 12%
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What’s Good

  Based on the short form landing page and verbiage, we see that the 

targeting is on point — HOT leads or evaluators who are ready to sign 

up for a new trial.

  The subhead is very benefit-oriented and tells you exactly what the 

unique selling proposition (i.e., Build a marketing dashboard in ≤ 3 

minutes) is all about. 

  It’s genius to include a customer testimonial in the same area as the 

form since it helps alleviate some objections the target visitors might 

have when signing up.  

 

INTERESTING FACT

This landing page has been absolutely critical in maintaining a strong 

CPA for their Facebook Ad campaigns — and it’s the first Unbounce 

landing page they’ve put into production!
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04
JOBBER
Industry: SaaS

Page Type: Lead Gen

Goal: Get visitors to try out the invoice template

Target Audience: Small business owners

Traffic Sources: Google AdWords Search, LinkedIn Ads

Campaign Duration: 105 days

Visitors: 7,410

Conversion Rate: 23%
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What’s Good

  The sample image of the invoice with the highlighted features 

show you exactly what you’ll get.

  

  The message box on the bottom right hand corner enables 

you to ask for more info without leaving the page.  

  The CTA complements the title well and is very relevant to 

the visitor. 

 

INTERESTING FACT

This is Jobber’s most successful landing page campaign to date. 

Having the right traffic plays a big part in its success. Another 

key contributor is knowing what their target audience likes. 

After much A/B testing, they discovered that their audience 

prefers shorter landing pages.
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05
TEACH AWAY
Industry: Human Resources

Page Type: Click-through

Goal: Increase awareness and educate  
British teachers about their options for  
teaching abroad

Target Audience: British teachers

Traffic Sources: Facebook Ads

Campaign Duration: 18 days

Visitors: 348

Conversion Rate: 39%
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What’s Good

 It’s crystal clear who this landing page is for.

 The quiz does a phenomenal job at piquing the visitors’ interest.

  Very witty, engaging and benefit-focused copy — makes you 

want to learn more. 

  The testimonials superbly depict previous teachers’ amazing 

experiences abroad — an effective way to create desire amongst 

potential teachers.

 

INTERESTING FACT

The high-conversion rate can be attributed to A/B testing. For 

example, they tested more campaigns in the UK to make them 

more UK-friendly (e.g., replacing American terms Elementary and 

High School with British terms Primary and Secondary). This page 

was duplicated, then modified to generate registrations. However, 

they ultimately found that Facebook Ads are better suited for 

educating their target audience and increasing brand awareness 

than for generating registrations.
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06
F INDLAW
Industry: Legal Services

Page Type: Click-through

Goal: Connect target audience with lawyers

Target Audience: Car accident victims

Traffic Sources: Google AdWords Search

Campaign Duration: 30 days

Visitors: 7,827

Conversion Rate: 52%
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What’s Good

  Very simple and easy-to-follow landing page tells the visitor exactly 

what they should do on the page.

  Showing the scores of people who have used the settlement 

calculator as social proof makes you want to do it too. 

  Benefit-oriented copy (e.g., No guessing, No surprises, Protect your 

wallet) lets the visitor know what’s in it for them.  

 

INTERESTING FACT

FindLaw is part of Thomson Reuters. They tested some minor 

language changes over the course of the entire campaign. For 

example, they included some expectation language (e.g., Complete 

only 4 easy steps to find out) near the button in the original. They 

discovered that excluding the expectation language had a 2% lift . Not 

a huge difference, but still interesting to note that they met confidence 

levels with such a minor change.  
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PURE PROFILE
Industry: Market Research

Page Type: Click-through

Goal: Drive user engagement in the Pureprofile feed and Facebook page

Target Audience: Pureprofile account holders in Australia, New Zealand, US and UK

Traffic Sources: Pureprofile feed, 3 emails to existing users spread out over a month’s 
time frame, Facebook social posts

Campaign Duration: 30 days

Visitors: 4,375

Conversion Rate: 34%
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What’s Good

  Very relevant offer for the business — the contest is an efficient way to 

engage users to sign in to the platform!

  The instructions clearly walk the visitors through how the contest works. 

  Easy on the eyes — the simple design makes it effortless to navigate the 

page.  

 

INTERESTING FACT

Gamification was used to drive user engagement in the Pureprofile feed 

and Facebook page. They encouraged their existing users to participate in 

a daily “Question & Answer” quiz that required a visit to both platforms to 

successfully participate. The landing page was a central place to explain 

the details of the promotion to the user, and pushed them back to their 

Pureprofile feed to start participating.
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08
MEOWBOX
Industry: Consumer Goods

Page Type: Click-through

Goal: Get visitors to subscribe

Target Audience: Lookalike audience of 
their subscribers — mainly female cat 
owners in the US and Canada

Traffic Sources: Facebook Ads

Campaign Duration: 60 days

Visitors: 2,076

Conversion Rate: 48%
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What’s Good

  The image of the subscription box beside a cat does a wonderful job of 

showing the product in context. 

  Cute customer testimonials — the voice reflects how in tune they are 

with their target audience.

  No second-guessing needed — the headline tells you exactly what’s 

being offered on the page. 

 

INTERESTING FACT

They had another variant with an extra section that showed brightly 

colored photos and described what’s inside a Meowbox. Surprisingly, it 

didn’t perform as well. This experiment showed that keeping it simple for 

their target audience is the way to go.
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09
ESS I O
Industry: Health & Wellness

Page Type: Click-through

Goal: Get visitors to order the aromatherapy 
shower kit

Target Audience: Females, ages 35 - 65, 
interested in aromatherapy

Traffic Sources: Facebook Ads,  
email marketing

Campaign Duration: 75 days

Visitors: 28,581

Conversion Rate: 12%
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What’s Good

  The explainer video that plays in a lightbox shows you the product in 

context without taking you out of the page. 

 It’s fun for visitors to see who else has purchased the kit. 

  The exit intent overlay offers the visitors the added value of free 

shipping. 

 

INTERESTING FACT

They first built a shorter landing page with the CTA above the fold so 

visitors could click Order Now right when they landed on the page. This 

yielded a 24% Add to Cart rate, but the drop off at checkout was much 

higher and the purchase rate was only around 2% instead of the current 

6%. It turns out that the overall conversion rate improves dramatically 

with a longer form landing page that includes more selling points and a 

compelling offer further down the page. Just goes to show that there’s 

no one size fits all approach and you need to continually test to find 

out what works for you. Always evaluate conversion at all stages of the 

funnel, not just at the top. 

p.s. This landing page has been turned off for the time being as they’ve sold 

out! It’ll be turned back on once they’ve restocked.  :)
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10
MY B IG  MOVE
Industry: Real Estate

Page Type: Click-through

Goal: Get visitors to get a quote

Target Audience: People looking into  
buying a home

Traffic Sources: Google AdWords Search

Campaign Duration: 30 days

Visitors: 536

Conversion Rate: 5%
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What’s Good

  The main goal of the page is very apparent.

  The headline tells you exactly what the offer is and the subhead is very 

benefit-focused. 

  The parallax effect gives the landing page a very modern feel. 

 

INTERESTING FACT

This client of Ignition Search in the UK is a start up in a hyper competitive 

market. Their campaign is doing very well, thanks to a very targeted PPC 

traffic, as well as a clean and easy-to-follow landing page design. The 

targeted PPC traffic is targeting terms such as ‘Compare Mortgage Brokers’, 

‘Compare Mortgage Advisors’, ‘Find Mortgage Brokers’ and ‘Local Mortgage 

Broker’. This allows them to display a relevant landing page experience to 

match the search terms. If they targeted more general traffic such as ‘Best 

Mortgages’ or ‘Compare Mortgages’, this would compete with the banks 

and providers actually lending the funds rather than looking for the specialist 

advice of a professional finance expert, which is what their client provides.
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Wanna try out some of the tips and see what  
works best for your offer in your industry?  

Get a head start with one of our many mobile responsive landing page templates. 

You can experiment with new features such as lightboxes, and video backgrounds  

and customize them to exactly match your brand guidelines.

CREATE A NEW LANDING PAGE

https://app.unbounce.com/
https://app.unbounce.com/pages/new?utm_medium=cta&utm_source=lookbook&utm_campaign=fall-lookbook-2016&utm_content=inapp

